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Introduction
This is the first of a series of surveys that

Storage and Fulfilment were core services not

Printfuture has conducted on behalf of the IPIA.

surprisingly; but then a wide range of other

It purpose is to explore how Cross Media

services were common including some that

services are spreading across the market; their

could act as the core of a Cross Media solution

impact on printers and print management

eg Web to Print and Digital Asset Mgt. However

companies; and to explore how the IPIA might

in most cases, we presume that following the

assist its members implement such services

business model, most of these services are in.

including collaboration between members.
All members were invited to participate in the
survey together with a small number of nonmembers who attended the Cross media
conference.
A total of twenty Printers and ten Print
Management Companies participated. Our
thanks to them.

The findings
Adapting to a changing market
There was a time when to be a ‘printer’ or ‘print
management company’ [the term PMC is used
for rest of report] was a clear and simple task –
you printed material or purchased printed
material on behalf of clients. No longer.
Printers offered on average eight different
services and PMCs offered an average of
eleven. For Printers, Litho and Digital printing
remain core but variable data, wide format and
creative design are common. However most of
the services that are typically grouped under
the term Cross Media were a minority sport –
for example Web to Print was present for only
35% of printers.
For PMCs, Marketing Print, Managed Print
Services, Promotional Merchandise and bought
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had either no or rare objective evidence of
success [or ROI]. Print has a disadvantage on
this score over digital methodologies, but this
objection can be overcome in most cases as
long as it is planned in from the start and this
must be encouraged in future.

Participating in Cross Media
It is clear that whilst many Printers and PMCs
are aware of cross media campaigns
happening; with a very few notable exceptions,
they are not aware of many and are taking the
lead in almost none. The question arises from
Printfuture’s experience working with specific
printers, are they contributing print and perhaps
other services to cross media campaigns
without being aware. After all how many print/
PMC sales staff are having the kind of
conversations with senior marketing staff that
will make them understand that this piece of
print is for a wider campaign and even if there
are so aware, are they reporting it? The two
respondents that answered ‘very frequent’ to
campaigns led both elsewhere and by
themselves, give the lie to the suggestion that
such campaigns are not happening regularly.

Figure 4 Most common elements of Cross
Media Campaigns
Print will in most cases be more expensive that
digital option. The key is to get good data to
demonstrate value for money.

Figure 3 % Aware of Cross Media
Campaigns
During the IPIA Cross Media conference in the
Spring, case study speakers repeatedly
emphasised how important providing good data
on the results is to the success of any Cross
Media campaign.
In a nutshell, marketers are becoming data
junkies. So it was disappointing to see that 70%
of the campaigns that respondents knew about

Figure 5 Frequency of measuring ROI
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Your own use of Cross Media services
To be able to offer such services successfully

most printers and PMCs are not building an

and with credibility, you must first of all

internal ‘production’ capability and promoting

understand them fully and of course often the

such services in a structured way.

best way to do this is to use them yourself.
Hence we asked which of these same services

We asked the printer respondents a couple of

you use for your own marketing.

specific questions on production utilization of
specific services.

The profile of services offered is somewhat
different from the typical campaign described

In terms of Web to Print it was clear that for

above, with more use of the customer database

most that offer the service, it is of modest

and email/SMS marketing and less use of DM

importance. 86% had less than 20% of jobs

with variable content and website/PURLs.

processed coming via this channel [although

Surprisingly there was far higher use social

one had 40%+].

media and telephone sales. Overall there was
an encouraging level of engagement with many
of the services that would make up a Cross
Media service package. It is just that at present

Figure 7 Proportion of W2P jobs
Whilst in terms of variable data print [the most
common service listed by printers] almost half
stated that the proportion of digital print pages
that are variable were over 10%.

Figure 6 Frequency of use in own marketing

Figure 8 Proportion of digital print pgs. with
variable data
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How to sell Cross Media
We must recognize the two different types of
respondent when considering the sales
process. Most PMCs are selling either direct to
end clients or via agencies whilst most IPIA
member printers are selling either to PMCs or
via other printers, although many have a few
direct clients. In both cases, where they rely on
an intermediary to do the selling, the question
[not asked] is how well that intermediary is
carrying out that task. For those cases that the
respondent has an active role in the sales
process, we would suggest there is an alarming
reliance of sales staff that do not have

Figure 10 Which customer roles are sold
Cross media campaigns?

adequate knowledge of the services or the best
ways to sell cross media campaigns.

significant minority of printers [40%] are now
using alternative descriptions of themselves
[Marketing Services Providers or the like]. On
the other hand and to our surprise, only one
PMC had made such a move.

The blocks to progress in
Cross Media and what to do
about them
Clearly the potential blocks to progress in
implementing Cross media services may be
different for printers [who have ’production’
issues] and PMC’s who in most cases do not.
Hence in asking what the biggest challenges
are we gave somewhat different options to the
Figure 9 Source of sales effort

two types of respondent.

‘Solution selling’ is a very different sales
process than most print sales staff are used to,
takes longer in most cases and is often debated
with more senior management members within.

For printers, the lead issues were lack of
appropriate sales staff, the complex and lengthy
sales cycle and the perceived lack of demand.
For PMCs it was the lengthy and complex sales

Whilst print is at the core of all IPIA members,

cycle, a lack of technical know-how and the lack

there is growing concern that describing

of appropriate sales and marketing skills.

ourselves as Printers or Print Management
Companies may be limiting our appeal to

Figures 10-12 have been adjusted to allow for half the no.
of PMCs to Printers in the survey

clients. So it was interesting to see that a
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missed opportunity for Printers

Figure 12 Preferred means of developing
Cross Media services

Figure 11 Three biggest blocks to Cross
Media progress

Clearly if you accept the need [however
reluctantly] to start building such services, there
is a strategic question of how to do so. Do you
build the capability organically yourself, find an
external partner to work with or acquire an

Figure 13 How helpful have existing
suppliers been in developing Cross Media?

external business with the skills. Printers were
pretty evenly divided between the first two

.

options, whilst not surprisingly there was a
preference amongst PMCs to find an external
partner.
With the latter finding in mind, we asked PMCs
whether their existing supplier base has helped
them develop these new services. The vast
majority had either sought fresh suppliers or
found only limited help from their existing
suppliers. Clearly this is in danger of being a
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Next Steps
The very successful IPIA Cross Media
conference with over 120 delegates
demonstrated the interest in implementing
Cross Media services. At the IPIA AGM held
that lunchtime, the IPIA Chairman, Paul
Scanlon, suggested with wide support, that the
IPIA should consider how it could assist its
members, both printers and PMCs to develop
such services and how they might collaborate in
practice.
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Hence the survey asked the level of interest in

Fax: 0844 9020215

in taking part in a workshop to explore how

Email: andrew@ipia.org.uk

members could work together to develop and
promote cross media services. Almost three
quarters said they would like to do so, and the

Unit 9, Business Innovation Centre,

IPIA is now planning such an event for the

StaffordshireTechnology Park,

Autumn.
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